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Our objective is to leave a marine legacy for present and future generations.

We help citizens and companies to improve their marine environmental responsibility through training, awareness and research.
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Who are we?

OCEANOGAMI is an international consultancy that works for ocean sustainability. Our team has more than a decade of multidisciplinary and marine science experience.

Patricia Martí Puig, Ph.D., co-founder and principal manager International and Spain

David Cabana, Ph.D., co-founder and consultant Italy

Saga Hedstigen, Intern consultant (Erasmus+) Sweden-Spain

Ana Verónica Condo, Associate consultant, Ecuador
The problem

9 million tones of plastics arrive every year to the ocean
build your ocean responsibility

- Inter-sectorial meetings
- Scientific colloquia
- Consultancy and audits
- Citizen science
- Awareness campaigns
- Communication materials
build your ocean responsibility
Other services

Sustainable fisheries  Marine Protected Areas  Capacity building events
our supporters

Clients

UN environment
BLUE MARINE FOUNDATION
LUSH

Partners
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Sponsors

pimec
Membre de:
BARCELONA + SOSTENIBLE
MARIE CURIE
Imagine

Ajuntament de Barcelona
LIDERA
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